The Bayesian population approach to physiological toxicokinetic-toxicodynamic models--an example using the MCSim software.
The calibration of physiologically based toxicokinetic models against experimental data encompasses the merging of prior knowledge with information present in the data. This prior knowledge is manifested in the scientific literature and associated with various degrees of uncertainty. The most convenient way to combine these sources of information is via the use of Bayesian statistical methods. Furthermore, toxicokinetic models are subject to both inter- and intra-individual variability. This variability may be handled statistically by the use of a population model. The MCSim software, which is available for free download on the Internet, permits the use of a population model in combination with a Bayesian statistical approach. An example of the use of MCSim in a recent model-based risk assessment of dichloromethane (DCM) is given and discussed.